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search of a historic parallel to serve as an, example. In that year
the former colonies oi Great Britain, now independent states,
were recovering from a war. During the war they had been drawn
together by a common, danger, but: afterward they had sagged
apart; The Confederation under which they lived was not so
much a government as a league of states,, in which the individual
states retained a large part of their sovereignty* Congress was not
a general legislature, but a- diplomatic assembly, Irs which the
states had equal votes. There was no general executive, no gen-
eral judiciary. Congress could raise money only bj asking the
states to contribute their quotas for Confederation expenses. The
Confederation government did not operate directly on the people
of the United States, but: only through the	ti&msolves,
bristling with sovereignty or absorbed in         own concerns.,
The situation was, in any number of respects which can be
seen at a glance, much like that of the sovereign states of the
United Nations in 1948-
In 1787 the Federal Convention, called to alter amend the
Articles of Confederation^ boldly created a federal government
which should have authority and power to regulate federal af-
fairs, while leaving local affairs to the states. This was no
a league. It was a government And many citizens of many
nations are now convinced that only by some similar alteration of
the Charter of the United Nations can the United Nations de-
velop from a league of states into a government capable of
securing the peace and welfare of the world*
The parallel between 1787 as*d 1948 is naturally not exact*
Even if it were, 1787 would have no authority over 1948. Each
age must make or keep its own government and determine its
own future. Nor do those citizens of the world who In 1948 desire
to see a federal world government created assume that the
process would have to follow the example of Hie United States
of 1787 in the details of the new government The Federal Con-
vention did not follow any single example. Neither should a
General Conference of the United Nations be expected to.
But it is impossible to read the story of the making and ratify-
ing of the Constitution of the United States without finding
al the arguments in favor of a general government for the
United Nations, as well as al the armaments now raised in oppo-
(sitiontoit	**

